The Enneagram Lens for Leadership in the Library

type 1  idealist

traits:  

communication style:  

tips for communicating with type 1:
**type 2 helper**

**traits:**

**communication style:**

**tips for communicating with type 2:**

**type 3 achiever**

**traits:**

**communication style:**

**tips for communicating with type 3:**

Laura Greco
You Bloom Wellness, LLC
**type 4 individualist**

**traits:**

**communication style:**

**tips for communicating with type 4:**

**type 5 investigator**

**traits:**

**communication style:**

**tips for communicating with type 5:**
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type 6 loyalist

traits:

communication style:

tips for communicating with type 6:

---

type 7 enthusiast

traits:

communication style:

tips for communicating with type 7:

Laura Greco
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**type 8 challenger**

traits:  
communication style:

tips for communicating with type 8:

**type 9 peacemaker**

traits:  
communication style:

tips for communicating with type 9:

Laura Greco  
You Bloom Wellness, LLC
free enneagram tests:

- Truity  https://www.truity.com/test/enneagram-personality-test
- Enneagram Personality  https://enneagram-personality.com/en
  when you come to a page asking you to pay simply hit the back arrow and you see your results.
- Enneagram Test  https://enneagramtest.com/

resources:  https://www.enneagraminstitute.com/